In the paper authors substantiated and offered the solutions for the problem of checkout of data authenticity during transfer and processing in systems of technological processes control. The constructive approaches, principles and methods of use the data statistical redundancy are offered for decision of tasks connected to the control of information authenticity. The main developments are the algorithms of threshold control, control on increments of time series and on the basis of statistical forecasting. Besides authors developed algorithms for adaptive control focused on use of data dynamic properties and condition of non-stationarity. The general and private decisions of tasks of authenticity checkout are getting by criterion of minimal mean-squared error at the various laws of distribution of controllable size probabilities. The designing of monitoring system for data transfer authenticity is based on the synthesis of models of fuzzy logic inference and neural networks. For the neuronetworking system of data authenticity control at non-stationary processes the results of issue are the technique of structural, parametrical identification and approximations of nonlinear dependences "input -output".
Introduction
Large volume of continuous information is transferred and formed in systems of data processing with results of various experimental and laboratory studies, in stand based tests and systems of telemetry, in the automated control systems of technological processes. The information at stages of input, transfer, processing and storage is exposed to various sort of distortions, which results decreasing authenticity of the processable data and efficiency of control systems. Sources of mistakes are connected to man-operator of system, means of scanning and recognition, handicap in channels of communication, failures and refusals of electronic means for storage and processing of the information (Akhatov, Jumanov, and Tursinxanov, 2006) .
The issue of the data authenticity control for a long time attracts attention of the researchers for developing methods to struggle with mistakes introduced by manoperator, means of scanning-recognition and other devices intended for input the information. These mistakes make greatest volume of information distortions and the tasks of their elimination are considered at applied and representation levels of OSI model (open system interconnection reference) (Akhatov, Jumanov, Djumanov, 2007) . Nowadays the researches know and use the system (organizational), code, hardware methods of increase of data authenticity and reliability during transfer. The system methods of information authenticity control use program and time redundancy realized at formalization and organization of various data processing technology variants. Such methods are targeted to maintenance of the equipment characteristics in given limits; increase of culture of information handling; training and stimulation of the personnel; creation of optimum copies number or backgrounds of the programs, initial and current data; regulation of primary data processing speed and creation of special procedures of access to files. The code and hardware methods are based, mainly, on use of artificial redundancy of information. As the practice shows the transmitted information protected by code and hardware methods fairly meets the requirements of data transfer reliability in systems of technological processes control and authenticity reaches less than er/sym (error/symbols). However, realization of mechanisms for the use of artificial redundancy in systems of production control to detect and correct most of the man-operator mistakes by insert the additional control information to computer media or at input on the computer, result in the significant temporary and material charges. And the most important lack of methods using artificial redundancy is the low efficiency at maintenance of reliability of the information at Applied and Representation levels of model OSI. To designing systems of production control with functions of detection and correction most of man-operator mistakes the researches use also artificial redundancy of information by insert the additional control information to computer media during input information. However, realization of such mechanisms brings to the significant time and material outgoings. And the most important weakness of methods using artificial redundancy is low efficiency, while ensuring the authenticity of information at the application and presentation layer of OSI model. To eliminate the errors of operator, input, scanning and recognition devices in the opinion of many experts the programming methods are considered preferable because these methods are based on the use of natural semantic and statistical redundancy and can be easily realized on a computer with low material costs. Thus as the technical equipment of systems for information authenticity control specialists is considered enough to use PC with the modern peripheral equipment, on which the databases (DB), knowledgebase (KB), mechanisms of extraction and use of data for detection and correction of mistakes in the information are formed (Michalski, Bratko, and Kubat, 1998 ). Let's note fact, that in control systems of technological processes the continuous information about a lot of technological parameters is processed and such information have statistical redundancy because of non-uniformity of probabilities distribution and because of data correlation. In this connection there is an opportunity of construction of toolkit of the control of reliability of the information on an essentially new basis, i.e. on the basis of technologies of the intellectual analysis including models, methods and algorithms of extraction from БД and БЗ of necessary knowledge and laws, use of the statistical characteristics and dynamic properties of the data. In this connection, it is possible to build tools for the control of information authenticity on a new basis, i.e. i.e. on the basis of the intellectual analysis technologies including the models, methods and algorithms for extract from the database and knowledgebase the necessary knowledge and laws, for use of the statistical characteristics and dynamic properties of data. Hence, rather urgent problem is the researches and development of methods for the control of authenticity and accuracy of information transfer and processing at the expense of statistical redundancy, as important factor of maintenance of reliable and qualitative functioning for systems of handling the non-stationary processes data. The present work is devoted to development of the constructive approaches, principles, methods and algorithms of the control of information authenticity at the expense of statistical and semantic redundancy, enclosed in the information about technological parameters under the concepts of the intellectual analysis and data processing on the basis of synthesis the fuzzy logic inference models with neural networks (Riid, 2002; Haykin, 1994) . In the following section of clause the basic approaches, principles and methods of the consecutive statistical analysis given for the control of reliability of the information focused on extraction and use of the statistical characteristics and dynamic properties of the data from БД and БЗ, employees by an ensuring part of system of the intellectual analysis and processing of technological parameters are stated. In the following section of paper we stated the basic approaches, principles and methods of the consecutive statistical analysis of data for control of the information authenticity focused on extraction and use of the statistical characteristics and dynamic properties of data from the database and knowledgebase. Characteristics and properties serve as providing part of neurofuzzy system for the intellectual analysis and processing of technological parameters.
Threshold methods and algorithms for the control of information authenticity at non-stationary processes during transfer and handling
Methods and algorithms for the control of information authenticity by threshold, as a rule, use on models and methods of the statistical control, the consecutive dot and interval analysis, prediction of the non-stationary time sequences. However, in models and methods of the statistical control of information authenticity the developers cannot take into account probabilities of information transfer mistakes, variation of statistical parameters, condition of non-stationarity of process; the data processing with such methods is carried out at presence of the large natural redundancy; the value of information authenticity parameter does not exceed Here values, which are overstepping the bounds of permitted subarea, are considered deformed and smooth out by identification with the top y or bottom x borders of the control.
Algorithm
II n A  . The received information is controlling by the rule
; , Further for accounting of the data dynamic properties, and consequently, for increase the efficiency of threshold algorithms which control the information authenticity, we developed algorithms of the control based on calculation of increments and on prediction of CS time sequence. It is determined, that increments of casual process differ, as a rule, by small sweeps from the centre in comparison with initial process ) (t  , i.e. the fast and large changes occur seldom. It results that the values of CS, transmitted in the moment k t , differ insignificantly from value transmitted at the moment 1  k t . The given properties of the initial information are caused by correlation of the data and allow to offer the mechanism of information authenticity control on increments.
Algorithm n D  . Let initial data are described by casual process
parties. On an axis of set
and positive ) ( y  borders of control, which divide the set of increments
The following rule for control of the information is offered: the information
and it is erroneous, if
This rule we wrote down as  is dispersion of causal process at normal law of data distribution, Р is the average probability of mistakes for data transfer. It is established, that effective area of use of the threshold algorithms at correction of mistakes on average value of the data and at correction by identification with borders of the control is . The accuracy of information raises on the order. The algorithms of information control on increments are reasonable for using in conditions, when The algorithms of the information control with prediction on the basis of step and statistical extrapolation of data raise accuracy of the control on two-three order. At -6 -© 2013 Prague Development Center the same time algorithms on the basis of statistical extrapolation at strong correlation of initial data are more effectively than algorithms with step extrapolation almost on the order. In this study we also developed and investigated the algorithms of adaptive control, in which the conditions of non-stationarity of controllable process were taken into account at the expense of use the mechanisms to displace the level of control borders location; to expand and narrow of control borders width; to combine adaptation of control borders. The functions of adaptive control algorithms consist in detection the moments of change in controllable process dynamics and in adjusting the control rules on these changes, therefore the reduction of control errors is reached.
For estimation of efficiency of adaptive control algorithms we got general expression of extreme error value as . In figure the full lines indicate the diagrams of dependence for algorithm of the information control on increments (С1); the shaped lines indicate the diagrams of dependence for algorithms of the control with prediction for one point (С2); dashdot line with one point indicate the diagrams for algorithm of the control with prediction for two previous points (С3); dash-dot lines with two points indicate the diagrams for algorithm 0 n A  , which match to transfer and processing of the information without application of special procedures of control. By these diagrams, it is possible to say, that in conditions close to practical, when
, the gain in accuracy of information control and processing with developed algorithms raises on two-three order. The efficiency of algorithms for bell-shaped auto correlation function is much higher than efficiency of algorithms for exponential and triangular auto correlation functions. We ascertained that the investigated methods and algorithms of authenticity control at information transfer and processing at the expense of statistical redundancy are based on establishment of the strict borders of control, and considered adapting methods are based on mechanisms of displacement of width or level of control borders location on a trajectory of dynamic sequence. In the following section of paper we offered the approach to designing the system of information authenticity control at transfer and processing based on models to synthesize the methods of using the statistical redundancy with neuro-fuzzy models. The given approach is aimed to account of every possible conditions of process non-stationarity at acceptance of decisions about authenticity of information on the basis of logic inference by fuzzy sets, that allows to construct more effective toolkit of adaptive control with alternative borders and rules.
Identification of neuro-fuzzy system for information authenticity control at transfer and processing
Key task at construction of system for control of information authenticity is the approximation of time series represented as nonlinear dependences, which decision we offered by designing and realization of neuro-fuzzy systems (NFS) with effective identification models, base with fuzzy rules, and also learning algorithms based on use of NN's adaptation and self-organizing principles. Designed NFS for control of authenticity at transfer of parameters for system of technological processes control is focused on use of mechanisms of structural and parametrical identification by fuzzy models of Mamdani and Sugeno and this system is based on fuzzy base of rules in KB (Zimmermann, 1996) . The knowledgebase of NFS for the control of authenticity at transfer and processing of information about technological parameters is simulated as set of fuzzy rules, which is formed on the basis of generalization of experience and -8 -© 2013 Prague Development Center knowledge, since a situation, when in KB still there is no rule. The improvement of fuzzy model is carried out at the expense of operative or independent training of NFS. At formation of fuzzy rules set in KB the opinions of experts by input data and by target results of system are used. The database of NFS is created and it is used as software-tool means at adaptation of NFS parameters and at generation of rules set from KB. The function of NFS identification on a basis of KB is represented as , (1) Where,
The structural identification is directed on formation of fuzzy rules set and includes procedures of selection the informative and significant attributes from set of inputs and procedures to adaptation the fuzzy rules base to changes of information dynamic characteristics. At formation of rules set the developer can use ways of reduction or addition, and results of this procedures is used for synthesize of the final rules base. The parametrical identification of NFS rules base is reduced to finding of parameters optimum values according to the accepted criterion and available data. Parameters of rules base are set of parameters, conditions, conclusions and membership functions (MF) for terms of variable. As criterion of identification efficiency we used the mean-squared error -MSE, finding of which consists in calculating of functional for NFS output in the following view
is configuration of fuzzy subsets of j -th variable.
At structural identification, we represented NFS as adaptive network structure and for optimization of NN training we used the method of least squares. At parametrical identification we proved the efficiency of application of gradient method.
Setting learning model and algorithms of neuro-fuzzy system for information authenticity control
For adaptive training of NFS we used the method of mistake back propagation and triangular membership function. The designations of linguistic values in fuzzy sets and rules base for heuristic algorithm of control are given in Figure 2 .
The concrete values of MF parameters are setting on algorithm of estimation the importance of correlation "input -output". The parametrical identification of dynamic series is tested under the assumption, that the dot decomposition of time series is represented by Mackey-Glass equation. The model includes 16 fuzzy rules in the form (1). The results of training NFS are given in Figure 3 . In figure diagrams of approximation for interrelations "inputoutput" of NFS on the function (3) are marked by (*) and they show the accuracy of choice the method of MF parameters selection. 
Conclusion
The developed algorithms of the threshold control, control on time sequences increments and on the basis of statistical prediction allowed to receive toolkit for extraction and use the statistical parameters and dynamic properties of the data, which then use at adaptive control of information authenticity during transfer in systems of technological processes control. It is established, that in conditions, close to practical, the increase of information authenticity is reached in comparison with existing methods of the threshold control on two-three order. As result of identification of neuro-fuzzy system intended to data processing of non-stationary processes for the control of data transfer authenticity authors of paper constructed base of fuzzy sets, rules and knowledge allowing to decide the task of approximation for nonlinear dependences.
